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Abstract
Using cloud storage services, users will store their knowledge within the cloud to avoid the
expenditure of native knowledge storage and maintenance. to confirm the integrity of the
information hold on within the cloud, several knowledge integrity auditing schemes are planned.
In most, if not all, of the present schemes, a user must use his non-public key to get the
information authenticators for realizing the information integrity auditing. Thus, the user should
possess a hardware token (e.g. USB token, sensible card) to store his non-public key and hit the
books a arcanum to activate this non-public key. If this hardware token is lost or this arcanum is
forgotten, most of this knowledge integrity auditing schemes would be unable to figure. so as to
beat this downside, we have a tendency to propose a brand new paradigm known as knowledge
integrity auditing while not non-public key storage and style such a theme. during this theme, we
have a tendency to use biometric knowledge (e.g. iris scan, fingerprint) because the user’s fuzzy
non-public key to avoid exploitation the hardware token. Meanwhile, the theme will still
effectively complete the information integrity auditing.We utilize a linear sketch with committal
to writing and error correction processes to substantiate the identity of the user. additionally, we
have a tendency to style a brand new signature theme that not solely supports blockless
verifiability, however is also compatible with the linear sketch. the safety proof and therefore the
performance analysis show that our planned theme achieves fascinating security and
potency.
Index Terms:Biometric, cloud Storage, Private Key, Authentication

I. Introduction
Cloud services are a norm in our society.
However, providing secure access to cloud
services is not a trivial task, and designing
robust authentication, authorization and
accounting for access is an ongoing challenge,
both operationally and research-wise. A
number of authentication mechanisms have

been proposed in the literature, such as those
based on Kerberos, OAuth and OpenID.
Generally, these protocols seek to establish a
secure delegated access mechanism among
two communicating entities connected in a
distributed system. These protocols are based
on the underlying assumption that the remote
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server responsible for authentication is a
trusted entity in the network.

Specifically, a user first registers with a
remote server. This is needed to ensure the
authorization of the owner. When a user
wishes to access a server, the remote server
authenticates the user and the user also
authenticates the server. Once both
verifications are successfully carried out, the
user obtains access to the services from some
remote server.

One key limitation in existing authentication
mechanisms is that the user’s credentials are
stored in the authentication server, which can
be stolen and (mis)used to gain unauthorized
access to various services. Also, to ensure
secure and fast communication, existing
mechanisms generally use symmetric key
cryptography, which requires a number of
cryptographic keys to be shared during the
authentication process. This strategy results
in an overhead to the authentication protocols.
Designing secure and efficient authentication
protocols is challenging, as evidenced by the
weaknesses revealed in the published
protocols. Therefore, in we seek to design a
secure and efficient authentication protocol.
Specifically, we will first provide an
alternative to conventional password-based
authentication mechanism. Then, we
demonstrate how one can build a secure
communication between communicating
parties involved in the authentication
protocol, without having any secret pre-
loaded (i.e., shared) information.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Ateniese et al. Firstly proposed the notion of
Provable Data Possession (PDP). They
employed the random sample technique and

homomorphic linear authenticators to design
a PDP scheme, which allows an auditor to
verify the integrity of cloud data without
downloading the whole data from the cloud.

Juels and Kaliski proposed the concept of
Proof of Retrievability (PoR). In the
proposed scheme, the errorcorrecting codes
and the spot-checking technique are utilized
to ensure the retrievability and the integrity
of the data stored in the cloud.

Shacham and Waters constructed two PoR
schemes with private verifiability and public
verifiability by using pseudorandom function
and BLS signature. To support user-
interactions, including data modification,
insertion and deletion

Zhu et al. Constructed a dynamic data
integrity auditing scheme by exploiting the
index hash tables.

Sookhak et al. Also considered the problem
of data dynamics in data integrity auditing
and designed a data integrity auditing scheme
supporting data dynamic operations based on
the Divide and Conquer Table. In public data
integrity auditing, the TPA might derive the
contents of user’s data by challenging the
same data blocks multiple times. To protect
the data privacy,.

Wang et al. Exploited the random masking
technique to construct the first public data
integrity auditing scheme supporting privacy
preserving.

Li et al. Proposed a data integrity auditing
scheme which preserves data privacy from
the TPA.
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Yu et al. proposed a cloud storage auditing
scheme with perfect data privacy preserving
by making use of zero-knowledge proof. To
relieve the user’s computation burden of
authenticator generation,

Guan et al. constructed a data integrity
auditing scheme using in distinguish ability
obfuscation technique, which reduces the
overhead for generating data authenticators.

Li et al. proposed a data integrity auditing
scheme which contains a cloud storage server
and a cloud audit server. In this scheme, the
cloud audit server helps user to generate data
authenticators before uploading data to the
cloud storage server. Shen et al designed a
light-weight data integrity auditing scheme,
which introduced a Third Party Medium to
generate authenticators and verify data
integrity on behalf of users. The data sharing
is used widely in cloud storage scenarios. To
protect the identity privacy of user,

Wang et al. proposed a shared data integrity
auditing scheme based on the ring signature.

Yang et al. designed a remote data integrity
auditing scheme for shared data, which
supports both the identity privacy and the
identity traceability. By using the
homomorphic verifiable group signature.

Fu et al. proposed a privacy-aware remote
data integrity auditing scheme for shared data.
In order to achieve efficient user revocation.

Wang et al. designed a shared data integrity
auditing scheme supporting user revocation
by making use of the proxy re-signature.
Based on the identity-based setting.

Zhang et al. constructed a cloud storage
auditing scheme for shared data supporting
real efficient user revocation. To realize the
data sharing with sensitive information
hiding.

Shen et al. Designed an identity-based cloud
storage auditing scheme for shared data.
Other aspects, such as eliminating certificate
management and key exposure resilience in
data integrity auditing have also been studied.
However, all of existing remote data integrity
auditing schemes do not take the problem of
private key storage into account. In this paper,
we explore how to achieve data integrity
auditing scheme without private key storage
for secure cloud storage.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Designed a password based user
authentication scheme for wireless sensor
networks (WSNs). This is a two-factor
authentication scheme as it relies on both a
smart card and some password. During the
user registration process, an authorized user
registers or re-registers with the trusted
gateway node (GWN). Althobaiti et al.
proposed a biometric-based user
authentication mechanism for WSNs.
However, their scheme is insecure against
impersonation attacks and man-in-the-middle
attack. Proposed a new biometric-based user
authentication approach.

Disadvantages: In the existing work, the

system is less effective due to absence of

user finger print image authentication.

The system is less security due to absence of
Message Authentication Code.
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System Design

IV. MODULES
DATA OWNER: In this module, Data
owner has to register to cloud and logs
in, Encrypts and uploads a file to cloud
server and also performs the following
operations such as Upload File with
Blocks,View All Upload File with
Blocks, Perform Data Integrity
Auditing, View Transactions.
CLOUD SERVER:In this module the
cloud will authorize both the owner
and the user and also performs the
following operations such as View and
Authorize Users, View and Authorize
Owners,View All File's Blocks,View
All Transactions,View All Attackers,
View Time Delay Results,View
Throughput Results
TPA:In this module, the TPA performs
the following operations such as View
Metadata Details, View All
Transactions,View All Attackers
DATA USER:In this module, the user
has to register to cloud and log in and
performs the following operations such
as Search Data, Download Data.

V. RESULTS

Owner registration page

Biometric choose

page
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Upload data page

VI. CONCLUSION
Biometric has its unique advantages over
conventional password and token-based
security system, as evidenced by its increased
adoption (e.g., on Android and iOS devices).
In this paper, we introduced a biometric-
based mechanism to authenticate a user
seeking to access services and computational
resources from a remote location. Our
proposed approach allows one to generate a
private key from a fingerprint biometric
reveals, as it is possible to generate the same
key from a fingerprint of a user with 95.12%
accuracy. Our proposed session key
generation approach using two biometric data
does not require any prior information to be
shared. A comparison of our approach with
other similar authentication protocols reveals
that our protocol is more resilient to several
known attacks.
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